
Analysis and evaluation of circuit switched NoC 
and packet switched NoC 

Abstract-Circuit switched NoC has, compared to 
packet switching, a longer setup time, gua ra nteed 
throughput and latency, higher clock freq uency, lower 
HW complexity, and higher energy efficiency. 
Depending on packet size and throughput requirements 
they exhibit better or worse performance. In this paper 
we designed a circuit switched NoC and compared that 
with packet switched NoC. By speculation a nd analysis, 
we propose that, as packet size increases, performance 
decreases for packet switched NoC, while it increases 
for circuit switched NoC. By close exa mination on the 
router architecture, we suggest tha t circuit switched 
NoC can operate at a higher clock freq uency than 
packet switched NoC, and thus at zero load above a 
cer tain packet size circuit swi tched NoC could be better 
tha n packet switched NoC in packet delay. Experiment 
results suppor t our in tuitions a nd analysis. We find the 
cross-over point, above which circuit switching has 
lower latency, is around ,. • fli ts/packet under low load 
and f · -V • fli ts/packet under high network load. 

I . INTRODUCTION 

Packet switched (PS) NoCs (Network on Chip) have 
been studied more extensively and thorough ly. However, 
circuit switched NoC (CS) NoC could be pre ferable under 
certain traffic patterns and requirements[ ' ) . Thus, it 
requires an analys is and comparison on PS and CS NoC to 
reveal their properties and limitations, and offer intuitions 
for people to make design decis ions. 

In order to commence such a s tudy, on one hand, for PS 
NoC, we use an input-buffe red virtua l channe l (VC) 
wormhole routed PS NoC for comparison. This kind of PS 
NoC is widely utilized in practice, eg. TILEH[l]. On the 
other hand, s ince no classica l design ex ists for CS NoC we 
buil~ our own platform by inherit ing and integrating ' the 
~ents from state-of-art works. In addition, mesh topo logy 
IS used for both NoCs because it is the most popular NoC 
topology, and it is scalable, easy to layout, and offers path 
diversity. 

In this paper we wi ll show the respective strengths and 
wea~esses of c ircuit and packet switched NoCs. 
Particular ly, our work offers fo llowing contributions: 

• 

• 

We reveal the detailed mechanisms which make PS 
NoC not fit for large packets (Section III). 

We suggest that CS NoC with proper des ign should 
work at a higher clock frequency than PS NoC 
(Section VI). 

... . .. . 

• By ana lysis on zero load packet delay, we find that 
above a certain packet size, CS NoC del ivers faster 
than PS N oC (Sect ion VI). 

• By experime nts and evaluations, we represent the 
respective favorite working areas of PS NoC and CS 
NoC. We reveal that if packet s ize is very large, even 
with more VCs and buffers, PS NoC still suffers a 
performance loss (section VIII) 

II.RELATED WORK 

There are only a few papers on the analysis and 
comparison of CS NoCs and PS NoCs. In [i][f) some 
comparisons on area and power consumption are presented. 
Although [O)[f) concern about the performance of PS and 
CS NoC in a ring topology, the influence of packet s ize on 
de lay and throughput is not evaluated and compared . The 
pros and cons of a certain kind of NoCs are still poorly 
un derstood. In addition, even though some other works have 
been done on combining PS and CS NoC [VJ[AJ[ ~][' · ], but 
none o f them provides a serious analys is and evaluation on 
their respective characteristics. 

PS NoC has been intensively stud ied by researchers. 
There are several kinds of PS NoC [" )[1'1")( \ i)[ ' f). 
Genera lly speaking, input-buffered virtual channel 
wormho le routed NoC is well accepted and utilized[l)[' 6]. 
Da lly ' s book [ 'f) has covered almost every aspect of such a 
PS NoC. Moreover, many works have focused on 
optimizations on th is kind of PS NoC [ ' '~'] . Therefore, we 
will aJso choose input-buffered virtual channel wormhole 
routed PS NoC in our paper. 

However, there is no well-accepted CS NoC arch itecture . 
Accord ing to the path search and setup methods, CS NoCs 
can be class ified into two categories: dynamic setup 
methods [ ' · ][ ~ ][ ' ~] [l ·]['I' '] or static setup methods [IT] [IT]. 
Static setup methods schedule paths at compilation time. As 
a result, they may not well support applications like H. Hf 

[If] with requirements for dynamic communication setups. 
The refore, we only focus on dynam ic methods which search 
and setup paths at run time. 

Dynamic methods can be further c lass ified into 
centralized [)•)[Q,] or distributed methods [ ' )[l6]['~][l · ] 
[l ' )[VJ[~] ~" ][H ][YV]. Generally speaking, central ized setup 
has two disadvantages: One is scala bil ity and the other is 
dr? pping of fa iled setup requests [ \V)[' A]. Since retry ing of 
fa ~ led requests causes the b lockage of the following requests, 
failed setup requests are usually dropped in centralized 
setup methods[\V], [ \11]. We focus on d is tributed setup. 



Distributed setup can be implemented by packet 
configuration [" '][' ]['I][A][W] or by a probing search 
approach ('1'6](' 'I][" · ][H]. 

Packet configuration requires an additional separate PS 
(packet switched) NoC to deliver configuration messages 
like set-up, tear-down and Ack/Nack during a path setup 
procedure. In our view, this approach suffers from four 
major drawbacks. Firstly, the adding of an additional PS 
NoC is a unnecessary overhead. Secondly, s ince set-up, tear 
down and Ack!Nack packets of a path must be routed by 
deterministic routing algorithm to ensure them on the same 
path. However, deterministic routing algorithm is a sub
optimal choice among routing algorithms. Thirdly, 
compared with probing search, tear-down and Ack!Nack 
signals have to be sent in the form of packets. These packets 
will contend with set-up packets inside the PS NoC. Besides, 
there is typically no delay guarantee for packets in the PS 
network, rendering the path set-up procedure unpredictable. 
Fourthly, this approach does not scale well. In PS NoC, 
each output port of a switch just allows to deliver one packet 
every time slot. However, if there are several sub-channels 
in the CS NoC each sub-channel requires a separate setup 
packet for path configuration, thus significantly increasing 
the number of setup packets [" ']. 

Compared with above mentioned shortcomings of a 
packet configuration approach, probing search is the 
superior choice because of its efficiency in wire resource 
utilization and path setup procedure. The concept of the 
probing search was firstly proposed by ('l'f]. In [' '1)('1'. ], 
Pham et al. developed a backtracking routing algorithm 
which reportedly has better performance than [r.l'] . Anothe; 
contribution of[' 'I)(Y ·] is that a source synchronized data 
transfer mechanism is introduced into CS NoCs, so that 
separate clocks can be applied to path setup and data 
transfer. (Y A] developed a parallel probing method for CS 
NoC. I ~ can complete a search over a ll possible paths within 
O(n) t1me complexity where n is the geometric distance 
between source an~ destination. They demonstrated superior 
performance of th1s parallel probing algorithm compared to 
Pham's backtracking algorithm[' '1) by experiments. 

Ill.INTUITIONS AND CONJECTURES 

~ccording to our considerations, large packets are 
detnmental to PS NoC in two ways: 

Firstly, large packets will cause burst injection of flits. 
Bu~sty traffic may cause massive contentions in a short 
penod, and thus prolongs the average flits delivering delay. 

Secondly, l~rge packe_ts ~ill incur unbalanced usage of 
~h~nnels .. As Illustrated m F1g. '. we consider the traffics 
ms1de _an mput buffer~d virtual channel wormhole router by 
assummg that there IS only two virtual channel queues 
(FI~O q~eues) and two output directions. Each packet 
des1res e1ther output A or output B for delivering. We 
suppose that packets with d ifferent desires are uniform 
randomly distributed. H_owever, flits belong to one packet 
must have the same des1red output direction and queued by 

the same VC. Round-robin allocator is used for allocation. 
Since it is possible that at a certain cycle both flits from 
VC' and VCY want the same output channel, leaving the 
other output channel an idle cycle. 

As Fig. ' suggests, when each packet just contains one 
flit, the span of idle periods are just made up of a few cycles 
and equally distributed between output flow A and B. 
However, when packet s ize increases, the average span of 
idle periods grows wider and wider. 

Although from statistical view, in a very long term, 
output flow A and B should have the same number of idle 
cycles; no matter what the packet size is, the total idle 
cycles should be equal. However, within a short period, we 
observe that with large packets, output flow A is quite busy, 
while output flow B is almost idle. Such unbalanced usage 
of physical channels is destructive to throughput. 

In PS NoC, we deal with the burstiness by increasing the 
buffer depth of a VC, and balance the traffics by adding 
more VCs. Long packets are detrimental to PS NoC since 
they increase the needs on both sides. The longer the 
packets, the more VCs and buffers are required to 
compensate the performance loss. Unfortunately, both VC 
and buffer are expensive, especially that adding virtual 
channels will lower down the clock frequency. Thus, we can 
imagine that, if packets are long enough, they are almost 
impossible to be well handled by PS NoC with acceptable 
cost. 

Nevertheless, CS NoCs favor large packets. In CS NoC, 
after a path has been established, data transfer will be 
launched. So that the channel utilization ratio for CS NoC is 
= trrans 
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Fig. 1 Unbalance traffic in PS NoC caused by large packets 

. _As _packet_ size increases, ttrans goes up, so the channel 
ut1hzat1on rat1o U increase. The per-node throughput, which 
~quai s to channel utilization ratio multiplies bandwidth, 
mcreases as well. 

We may conjecture that, as the packet size increases the 
perfo~ance curve of CS NoC and performance curve of PS 
NoC m•ght have a cross point, since one rises and the other 
falls. However, we need practical parameters such as clock 



frequency, as well as experiment results, to justify the 
existence of such a point. 

IV .ARCHITECTURE OF OUR CS NOC 

A. Overview of a switch 

In this paper, our CS NoC design adopted probing 
approach with parallel probing routing algorithm [" A]. 
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As shown in Fig. 'I' , in a mesh topology every switch has 
five directions which are used for connecting to four 
neighbors and one local resource. Each direction may has 
one duplex channel. The data path of a channel is used for 
carrying the probe during setup and for transmitting data 
when a connection has been established. Each probe is one 
fl it in length. Every data path is associated with an answer 
(ANS) signal consisting of 'I' bits, which goes in the 
opposite di rection to the data channel, and ' bit for a 
Request signal, which travels in the same direction as the 
?ata ch~nnel. When the request signal is • I ', a probe search 
ts runnmg or data transfer is active. When request signal is 
' 0' , it denotes the idle state, and an established path will be 
released. The usage of the ANS signal is listed in the table 
ofFig. " · 

B. Detailed switch architecture 

The internal structure of a switch is shown in Fig. r . It is 
divided into two parts: control path and data path. The data 
path transfers data through the configured data crossbar. The 
control path is used to set up or tear-down a data path. The 
c~ntro l path and data path share the same input and output 
wtres. 

There are five allocators, each of which is responsible 
for the channel allocation of one output direction. The 
principle of our single cycle maximal strong fairness 
a lloc~tor ~s si~ ilar to a wave-front allocator [ ' 1")[1 'f). 
D~talled dtscusston of our allocator is beyond the scope of 
thts paper. 

Besides, every input or output channel has a controller 
that controls the value of the backward ANS signal and the 
forward probe. The FSMs of the input and output controllers 
are shown in Fig. 'f . 

C. Properties of our CS NoC 

V Source synchronized data transfer 

Similar to Pham's work[''\] and as in ('I'A), the control 
path and data path can work at different clock frequencies 
but share the same wires without interference. This clock 
scheme takes advantage of the property of CS NoC that the 
setup phase never overlaps with the data transfer phase. 
During the path setup phase, the data path should have no 
active clock signal, thus it is idle. And the cross bar of the 
data path can be configured under the control path clock 
(probe clock). During the data transfer phase, the control 
path ignores data variations on the shared wire links. It just 
listens to the request and ANS signals. 
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Therefore, we can util ize either source synchronous data 
transfer (" '\ )[1" · )[1'\) or clock gating to real ize this 
separation of data and control path clock schemes, so that 
the data transfer can be benefit from a higher clock 
freq uency. In this paper, we chose the fonner source 
synchronous data transfer. The usage of th is technique on 
CS NoC has been j ustified by Pham et al. (' '\ )(" · ]. 

We want to emphas ize that source synchron ized data 
transfer is a unique property of CS NoC. PS NoC cannot 
take advantage of such technique because its TDM channel 
sharing nature. 



Tj Predictable latency 

One of the benefits of the probing set-up approach is 
predictable latency. In our design, each setup probe takes " 
clock cycles per hop, and the ANS signal takes ' cycle per 
hop. So, it takes at most r•O+ f cycles for a pro~e to trav~l 
from source to destination and back the ANS s1gnal (0 IS 

the hop distance between source and destinatio_n). : cycles is 
the overhead consumed in the source and destmat1on nodes. 
Therefore, in an n•n mesh the worst case for a single search 
takes T'*(" • n-'l')+f cycles, no matter if the result is a success 
or a failure. 

For data transfer, the head fl it takes 'I' cycles per hop, 
and the following flits are pipelined with 'I' cycles per hop. 

V.PS NOC USED FOR COMPARISON 

The PS NoC for comparison adopts a classical input
buffering virtual channel (VC) wormhole router architecture 
with the dimension order routing algorithm. The router' s 
architecture is shown in Fig. o. A router has r pipeline 
stages:(') VC Allocation and speculative Switch Allocation 
Switch Traversal (ST) and Next Route Computation (NRC). 
(T') Link traversal '. 

The PS NoC adopts some advance techniques like 
speculative allocation and look-ahead route computation 
[HJ[rl). Speculative allocation enables head fl its to bypass 
the VC allocation stage in the router pipeline by allowing 
them to bid for crossbar access at the same time they request 
an output VC. Look-ahead route computation, or next route 
computation, computes the route for the next router before a 
head flit is actually delivered to the next router. These two 
techniques can reduce the pipeline stages of a PS router. 
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Fig. " Architecture of the PS NoC for comparison 
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delay. 
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As suggested by Fig. f , head fli ts and b~dy flits 
experience r pipelines. Both virtual channel allocatJO~s and 
switch allocations are realized by simple separable-mput
fi rst round-robin allocator to reduce the critical path latency. 

The PS NoC in this paper can have different number of 
virtual channels and buffer depths. 

VI.ANAL YSIS ON PS NOC AND CS NoC 

A. Critical path latency analysis 

Let us consider a CS NoC. For data path, the critical 
path latency is basically a 'I' -by- f cross-bar latency. Using 
standard library, the critical path of the cross-bar is just a 'I'
to- ' multiplexer, which consists of f level and/or gates 
latency. Full custom design can further reduce such latency 
to one gate level. For control path, the cri tical path consists 
of a f -channel allocator latency plus a 'I' -by-f crossbar 
latency. 

For PS NoC, the critical path latency comes from VC
allocator. A separable allocator with round-robin fairness 
consists of two consecutive steps of round-robin arbitration. 
Even each input di rection just has one VC, still the latency 
of such f -channel allocator is much larger than the f -by-'I' 

cross-bar latency inside CS NoC. With the most advanced 
design (rY), the latency of a round-robin allocator scales up 
with O(logq). where q is the number of virtual channels. 
Empirically, each input directions needs 'f or more VCs to 
reduce head-of-line blockings, so the VC allocator in 
practice is at least a 'f -channel allocator. 

Comparing CS NoC with PS NoC which has 'f VCs per 
input, we may deduct that the critical data path latency td of 
CS NoC should be much smaller than the critical path 
latency tp of PS NoC. The critical control path latency tc of 
CS NoC should be close to, or smaller than tp. This is 
because tc consists of one 'f -channel allocator latency plus 
one '1'-by-'f crossbar latency, while tp is basically the 
latency of a 'f-channel allocator, which may double the 
latency of a f -channel allocator. 

B. Zero load analysis ofCS vs. PS 

Zero load analysis is useful, since in practice, compared 
to actual requirements, a NoC is usually over-designed. This 
means that in a lot of chances, an on-chip network is 
operating under very low traffic load. 

Suppose a packet contains k flits, the clock period is tp 
for PS NoC, and tc for the probe path of CS NoC and td for 
data path. The average hops of a packet is D. Suppose 



further that it takes hp cycles-per-hop for the head flits and ' 
cycle per hop for the following flits in the PS NoC, and in 
the CS NoC it takes he for the setup probes (including the 
travelling back of acknowledgement signal) and hd for the 
data. For simplicity, overheads in sender, receiver and 
network interface are neglected. Then, at zero load, the 
approximate average time of packet delivery is, PS NoC and 
CS NoC, respectively: 

Tps = [D * hp + k] * tp (I ) 

Tcs = D *he * tc + D * hd * td + (k - 1) * td (") 
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_To_ ma~e a simple comparison, we assume that tp=tc, 
hd- hc- hp-Y cycles per hop. Then the breakeven point is 
defined by 

Tps - Tcs = k * tp - (k - 1) * td - D * 2 * td (D 

.P ~ tdftp . expresses how much faster the circuit 
sw~chmg logtc can be compared to packet switching. 
P - 1 . means both ~ at the same frequency. However, 
accordmg to our prev1ous analysis p < 1 Wh 1 . . . . , . en p < 
c1rcu1t sw1tc~mg. exhibit~ lower packet delay for packet~ 
above ~ certam SIZe k. Th1s value of k is plotted in Fig. v as 
a function of p and for (D= f). 

Does the critical packet size k depend on the s ize of th 
network? We consider this by using uniform random traffi~ 
• 2 
tn an nxn mesh, so that D =in. For p = 0.5 , we vary n 
between f ... H , and ftnd the break even k grows from o to 
Ao a h . F. 

, s ~ own tn lg. A. Thus, with larger networks the 
packet SIZe has to be larger as well for CS NoC t b 
faster than PS NoC. o ecome 

Mathematical analysis of network contention under load 
is complex and has to be based on many assumptions. 
Therefore, we study the networks under various loads by 
simulation where we also have more realistic values for tc, 
td, tp, he, hd, and hp. 

VII. EXPERIMENT S ETIINGS 

In section r , we have made our conjecture on the 
pe rformance curves of CS NoC and PS NoC. Now, we will 
check whether experiment results are in accordance with our 
conjecture. All experiments are based on PS NoCs and CS 
NoCs with AxA mesh topology. Uniform random traffic with 
Poisson arrival time distribution is used in our experiments 
for evaluation purpose. 

A. Simulation method 

As in Fig. '1, inside each resource node a request 
generator generates set-up requests according to a ce rtain 
probability distribution and pushes them into a queue. An 
FSM (Finite State Machine) pops a request out of the queue 
and sends it out when the output channel is available. Then 
the FSM waits for the ANS sig nals to decide what to do 
next . 

We have implemented an HDL model for synthesis and 
for evaluation. Any data point that is shown in the figures 
comes from a simulation of Yo· million cycles, of which the 
firs t 'I' o · · · • cycles are discarded as warm up period. 

Since PS NoC and CS NoC are operating at different 
clock frequenc~es, performances in the unit of clock cycles 
are not persuas1ve. Thus we evaluate the delay in the unit o f 
nano-second, and the throug hput and inj ection rate in MB/s. 
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V IJ I.EVALUATION AND COMPARISON 

A. Evaluations on baseline candidates 

The baseline candidates of the PS and CS NoC are lis ted 
m Tab. I, both of which are synthes ized by Synopsys 



Design Compiler (DC) with SMIC •'\ • nm library. Both 
candidates have the same channel width (A bytes).The 
power and area per switch reported by DC is calculated at 
each one's maximum clock frequency. 

The synthesize results obey our previous analys is. The 
data path of CS NoC is more than twice faster than PS NoC. 
The control path o f CS NoC is also about ' ,r times faster 
than PS NoC. 

The header flits in PS NoC take r cycles per hop. And 
for CS NoC, the probes take 'I' cycles per hop and ' cycle 
for backward ANS signal, under the control of probe clock. 
The data transfer takes 'I' cycles per hop, under the control of 
the data clock. 

Therefore, in our experiments, according to Tab. ', 
tp=l ,'l' ns, tc.= • ,'\ ns, td= · ,6f ns, hp= r , hc.='l', hd='l', D = 
2 

3n = 5.3 . 

Tab. ' Parameters and synthesis results of PS NoC and CS NoC (Per 
switch) 

Packet Swiched NoC 
Virtual channels: 'f(v'f) 
Bu er size: 'f (b 'f) 
Flit width : /\bytes 
Max. Freq. : /\TTMHz 

Circuit Switched NoC 
Channel per direc on: \ 

Channel width : 1\ bytes 
Max. Data Freq.: \,VNGHz 
Max. Probe Freq.: \,\ \GHz 

Area: \f'fOVrumr Area: i•/\V'f. umr 

Power: T\,VmW@ /\T'TMHz Power: if/'lmW@ \,V/\f/ \,\ \GHZ 

The channel bandwidth and the clock frequency of PS 
and CS NoC can be found in Tab. ' . The influence of 
delivering packets of variable size (from 'f fli ts to 'f • fli ts) 
in both PS NoC and CS NoC is evaluated and shown in Fig. 
' · and Fig. ' '. The trends in these two plots are opposite to 
each other. PS NoC (Fig. ' ·) decreases in performance 
under load as the packet size gets larger, while CS NoC (Fig. 
'' ) improves in performance with larger packets. To better 
illustrate this phenomenon we take snapshots at injection 
rates Y • • • MB/s and ' ' 'f'l' MB/s, and plot packet s ize 
against average packet delay (Fig. \ 'I' .). 

For a given injection rate CS NoC improves 
performance as packets get larger, while the performance of 
PS NoC deteriorates. Consequently, there are cross-points 
between the circuit-switching and the PS NoC curves in Fig. 
"' . At injection rate 'I' • • • MB/s, the cross-point is T'l' ('f'\T 

bytes) flits and at injection rate of ' ' 'f 'l' MB/s the cross 
po int is 'f • fli ts. In general , the cross point shifts towards 
larger packets as the injection rate increases. 

• 

• 

This observation can be expla ined by three phenomena: 

For medium packets ('I'·- f • flits in this case) and large 
packets (above f • flits in this case) at low load, CS 
NoC performs better than PS NoC. This is in 
agreement with our zero load analys is. 
PS NoC handles small (below 'I'· in uniform traffic 
case) and medium packets at high load bette r than CS 
NoC. A given number of VCs and buffers can handle 

• 

burstiness and unbalance below a certain level well. If 
in a PS NoC small packets compete for a resource, the 
only cost is the waiting time of one packet for a few 
cycles. If contention occurs in a CS NoC during the 
setup phase, one probe has to go back, tear down all 
allocated resources and start over again. Thus, the 
penalty is more sever because the delay due to 
contention is higher and many resources are a llocated 
unnecessarily. 
As packet size increases, the contention overhead 
increases for PS and it is constant (decreases in relative 
terms) for CS NoC. In PS the delay incurred by 
contention is proportional to packet size. Thus, the 
larger the packets the hig her the penalty of contention. 
For CS the cost of contention is relatively independent 
of packet size and is thus better amortized over large 
packets at high load. 
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Fig. I I Delay for CS NoC with different packet size in fl its 

We also studied the influence of packet size on 
maximum throughput, as suggested by Fig. ' r . As the 
packet size increases, the maxi mum throughput decreases in 
PS NoC, while CS NoC has a contrary trend. For example, 
for PS NoC with packets of 'f flits (rY bytes), the maximum 
throughput reaches 'l'f' 'f M B/s. However, when packet size 
grows up to T'f , flits ( 6 \'1' • bytes), the maximum thro ughput 
is ' '\6 • MB/s. For CS NoC, the maximum thro ughput is 
'I'V '\ MB/s with 'f -flit packets. However, as the packe t size 
grows to f'f • flits, the throughput goes up to r'fV'\ MB/s . 
Again, there is a cross over point which lies around T'l' 
fli ts/packet. 



Thus, when packets are large enough. CS NoC is 
superior to PS NoC in both latency and throughput. 
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Fig. I ,. Maximum throughput comparison. 

B. Comparisons between more candidates 

In this section, we compared more configurations of PS 
NoC. Throughput comparison results are shown in Fig. 
I'· The packet size is in the unit of byte. 
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Fig. I 't Maximum throughput comparison between PS NoC and 
d.ifferent configurations ofCS NoC 

For PS NoC, as we expected, we can see that 
ps_vH _blf (H virtual channels and each contains If 
buffers) can enhance the 
packets are not very large. 

maximum throughput when 

I 

( 

I 
\ 

However, for large packet size. eg. each packet contains 
f:t • Oits ( O IY • bytes), If VCs with I f stages of buffer!: are 
still not enough. The maxim urn throughput of ps _ v' f _ b I r 
at such a packet size is reduced to that of ps_ v'f _b'f. Since 
large packet weakens the effects of VCs and buffers, we can 
conjecture that if packets are large enough, the maximum 
throughput of configurations which contain more VCs and 
buffers will shrink to that of the baseline candidate 
ps_v'f _b'f. 

IX. CONCLUSIONS 

Our general conclusions are shown in Tab. Y, detailed 
conclusions are listed as followings: 

Tab. l The favorite worlcing areas ofCS and PS NoC 

• At very low injection rate, CS NoC is better than PS 
NoC above a certain packet size (see equation (r)). 
The critical packet size, above which CS NoC 
outperforms PS NoC, grows linear with the size of the 
network. 

• 

• 

• 

For small packet size, PS NoC handles congestion 
better than CS NoC. Hence, when increasing injection 
rate, PS NoC shows better performance. This explains 
why for smaller size of ~ackets (below f'\' flits), PS 
NoC outperforms CS NoC)at high injection rate. 
Growing packet size increases the congestion penalty 
for PS NoC, while it is relatively packet size 
independent for CS NoC. This means for a given 
injection rate, CS NoC performs better and better with 
growing packet size, while PS NoC is getting worse. 
Increasing virtual channels and buffers of PS NoC can 
enhance throughput for small packets. But this bas 
little influence on very large packets. 

• 
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